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Background: Atopic dermatitis (AD) shows differential clinical
presentation in older compared with younger patients.
Nevertheless, changes in the AD molecular profile with age are
unknown.
Objective: We sought to characterize age-related changes in the
AD profile.
Methods: We evaluated age-specific changes in lesional and
nonlesional tissues and blood from patients with moderate-to-
severe AD (n 5 246) and age-matched control subjects (n 5 71)
using immunohistochemistry, quantitative real-time PCR, and
Singulex in a cross-sectional study. Patients were analyzed by
age group (18-40, 41-60, and >_61 years).
Results: Although disease severity/SCORAD scores were similar
across AD age groups (mean, approximately 60 years; P5 .873),
dendritic cell infiltrates (CD1b1 and FcεRI1, P < .05) decreased
with age. TH2 measures (IL5, IL13, CCL13, CCL18, and CCL26)
significantly decreased with age in patients with AD, despite
increasing with age in control subjects. Consistent with TH2 axis
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decreases, serum IgE levels and eosinophil counts negatively
correlated with age in patients with AD (r 5 20.24 and
r 5 20.23, respectively; P < .05). TH22-secreted IL22 expression
levels also decreased with age uniquely in patients with AD
(P < .05). Expression of TH1-related (IFNG, IL12/23p40, STAT1,
and CXCL9; P < .05 for CXCL9) and TH17-related (IL17A and
IL20; P < .05 for IL20) markers increased with age in both
patients with AD and control subjects. Expression of terminal
differentiation measures significantly increased in older patients
with AD (loricrin [LOR] and filaggrin [FLG], P < .05), whereas
expression of S100As (S100A8, P < .01) and hyperplasia markers
(epidermal thickness, keratin 16, and Ki67; P < .05 for keratin
16) decreased. Serum trends in AD mimicked skin findings, with
TH2 downregulation (CCL26; r 5 20.32, P < .1) and TH1
upregulation (IFN-g; r 5 0.48, P < .01) with age.
Conclusion: The adult AD profile varies with age. Although
TH1/TH17 skewing increases in both patients with AD and
control subjects, patients with AD show unique decreases in
TH2/TH22 polarization and normalization of epithelial
abnormalities. Thus age-specific treatment approaches might be
beneficial for AD. (J Allergy Clin Immunol 2019;144:144-56.)

Key words: Atopic dermatitis, biomarker, TH1, TH2, TH17, TH22, hy-
perplasia, loricrin, filaggrin, aging, skin

Atopic dermatitis (AD) is the most common inflammatory
skin disease, with an increasing prevalence of up to 10% in
adults.1-4 Although AD had been largely considered a pediatric
disease with resolution by adolescence, this paradigm has
recently changed. Newer studies demonstrate that persistence
of disease into adulthood is more common than previously
appreciated.5

Novel targeted therapeutics for AD are being developed, and
dupilumab, a recently US Food and Drug Administration–
approved TH2 antagonist, shows efficacy in patients with AD.6,7

However, treatment response rates in patients with AD still lag
behind those in patients with psoriasis.8 This discrepancy might
be attributed to the heterogeneous nature of AD, which is driven
by multiple polar immune pathways (TH2/TH22 centered with
some TH1/TH17), as opposed to psoriasis, which is primarily
TH17 centered.8 Although TH2 axis activation is common across
all AD phenotypes, intrinsic, Asian, and pediatric AD subsets
show greater increases in TH17/TH22 activation.9-11
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An emerging AD phenotype is ‘‘elderly AD’’ (age >60 years),
which demonstrates a different clinical presentation.1 There is a
male predilection that exists only among older patients, and
the skin manifestations demonstrate a ‘‘reverse sign’’ of
lichenification surrounding clear flexural folds in contrast to
the classic lichenification located within the flexures.1 However,
tissue analyses of this new category have not yet been
performed. Differential immune activation with age has been
observed in patients with other atopic diseases; for example,
elderly asthmatic patients demonstrate significantly greater
neutrophil and eosinophil values and increased levels of
IL-1b, IL-6, IL-8, eotaxin-1, GM-CSF, and TH17-related
cytokines.12 Among healthy control subjects, aging has also
been shown to alter the immune system, which is referred to
as immunosenescence.13,14 Although some aspects of immune
function in the elderly are impaired, such as vaccination
responses,15 other features become hyperresponsive, leading
to increased autoimmune and inflammatory disease.14,16

Given the changes in normal immunity with aging, the unique
clinical presentation of AD in the elderly, and the existence of
age-dependent differential immune activation in patients with
other atopic diseases, we sought to assess age-specific phenotypic
changes in the AD disease mechanism.
METHODS

Study subjects and skin samples
For this cross-sectional study, we combined gene expression, immunohis-

tochemistry (IHC), and serum data sets of patients with chronic moderate-to-

severe AD (n5 246) and control subjects (n5 71) with skin biopsy specimens

and serum samples collected under institutional review board–approved

protocols.6,11,17-21 We separated patients and control subjects into age groups,

with 130 patients with AD (85 male and 45 female patients) and 19 control

subjects (12 male and 7 female control subjects) between the ages of 18 and

40 years, 89 patients with AD (42 male and 47 female patients) and 25 control

subjects (18 male and 7 female control subjects) between the ages of 41 and

60 years, and 27 patients with AD (22 male and 5 female patients) and 27 con-

trol subjects (15 male and 12 female control subjects) older than age 60 years.

All patients had chronic AD, which presented during early childhood

(<5 years of age). No patients with AD had serious disease comorbidities,

and no healthy control subjects had atopic or other comorbidities.

Recruitment occurred in New York at Mount Sinai and Rockefeller

University. Demographic data of the patients are listed in Table I. There

were no significant differences among age groups in disease severity (evalu-

ated by using SCORAD scores). There were significant differences in racial

composition across the age groups.
Two hundred forty-four lesional and 194 nonlesional (>_10 cm from active

lesions) skin biopsy specimens and 69 serum samples from patients with AD

and 63 skin biopsy specimens from control subjects were evaluated. Similar

affected areas underwent biopsy for lesional, nonlesional, and normal skin

from all age groups. The majority of biopsy specimens were taken from the

extremities, and if this was not possible, others were taken from the trunk.

Patients were stratified into extrinsic and intrinsic AD categories, with IgE

levels of greater than 200 kU/L defining extrinsic AD and levels of less than

200 kU/L defining intrinsic AD. Filaggrin (FLG) mutations were evaluated in

52 of 246 patients, of which 13mutations were found (see theMethods section

in this article’s Online Repository at www.jacionline.org for more

information).
IHC
IHC was performed on cryostat tissue sections by using purified mouse

anti-human mAbs (see Table E1 in this article’s Online Repository at www.

jacionline.org). Epidermal thickness (ET) and positive cells per millimeter

of basement membrane were quantified for IHC by using ImageJ software

(version 1.42; National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md).
Quantitative gene expression analyses
RNAwas extracted, followed by quantitative gene expression analyses with

quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR), as previously described.21,22 The

primers used are listed in Table E2 in this article’s Online Repository at

www.jacionline.org.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis for gene expression was performed by using R software

(www.R-project.org) and packages available through Bioconductor (www.

bioconductor.org).

Human acid ribosomal protein–normalized qRT-PCR expression values of

less than the limit of detection were imputed as 20% of the minimal value over

the limit of detection. No other missing value imputation method was

performed. Data were scaled based on data set origin by using the R function

‘‘scale.’’ Data were log2-transformed before analysis with a linear mixed-

effect model, with age group and tissue (normal, lesional, and nonlesional

skin) as fixed factors and a random effect for each patient. Fold changes

(FCHs) for comparisons of interest against age-controlled healthy subjects

were estimated, and hypothesis testing was conducted with contrasts under

the general framework for linear models in the R ‘‘nlme’’ package. IHC

data and cell counts were similarly evaluated by using a linear mixed-

effects model. Serum data comparisons were evaluated by using unpaired Stu-

dent t tests. The association of skin samples and serawith agewas evaluated by

using Spearman correlation coefficients. Word clouds were created with the R

‘‘wordcloud’’ package, with word sizes proportional to FCHs. AD-associated

immune pathways were quantified by using Gene Set Variation Analysis with

the R ‘‘gsva’’ package.
RESULTS
To determine the presence of age-specific differences in

healthy control subjects and adults with chronic moderate-to-
severe AD, we evaluated a total of 246 patients with AD (18-
40 years old, n5 130; 41-60 years old, n5 89; and >_61 years old,
n5 27) and 71 healthy control subjects (18-40 years old, n5 19;
41-60 years old, n5 25; and >_61 years old, n5 27; Table I) There
were no significant differences in disease severity/SCORAD
scores between the AD age groups.
Changes in normal skin as a function of age
To understand and provide context for AD-specific changes, we

first evaluated changes in healthy control subjects as a function of
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TABLE I. Baseline characteristics of patients and healthy control subjects

Age group (y): Characteristic

Patients with AD Healthy control subjects

18-40 (n 5 130) 41-60 (n 5 89) >_61 (n 5 27) P value 18-40 (n 5 19) 41-60 (n 5 25) >_61 (n 5 27) P value

Age (y), mean (SD) 23.3 (0.4) 48.9 (0.4) 69.3 (0.8) <.001 29.0 (1.4) 50.8 (1.0) 68.0 (2.7) <.001

Sex (%) .1564 .4693

Male 85 (65.4) 42 (47.2) 22 (81.5) 12 (63.2) 18 (72.0) 15 (55.6)

Female 45 (34.6) 47 (52.8) 5 (18.5) 7 (36.8) 7 (28.0) 12 (44.4)

Race (%) <.001 <.001

African American 19 (14.6) 19 (21.3) 2 (7.4) 5 (26.3) 11 (44.0) 6 (22.2)

Asian 48 (36.9) 8 (9.0) 3 (11.1) 12 (63.2) 3 (12.0) 0

European American 63 (48.5) 61 (68.5) 21 (77.8) 2 (10.5) 11 (44.0) 21 (77.8)

NA 0 1 (1.1) 1 (3.7) 0 0 0

SCORAD score, mean (SD) 60.0 (17.1) 60.5 (15.4) 60.2 (16.9) .873 — — — —

IgE (kU/L), mean (SD) 6767.6 (9724.3) 5103.7 (7586.5) 5269.3 (15679.0) .308 — — — —

NA, Not available.
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age. Measures of epidermal hyperplasia generally decreased with
age (ET and Ki67, P < .05; see Fig E1, A and B, in this article’s
Online Repository at www.jacionline.org), with the exception
of keratin 16 (K16), which showed an opposite trend (P < .05;
see Fig E1, G). These findings were corroborated by significant
negative correlations of ET and Ki67 values with age
(r 5 20.52, P < .001 and r 5 20.52, P < .01, respectively; see
Table E3 in this article’s Online Repository at www.jacionline.
org); however, there was no significant correlation of K16 values
with age (see Table E3). Markers of dendritic cells (DCs; CD1a1,
FcεRI1) increased in the older population (P < .01 for both; see
Fig E1, C and E), with corresponding significant positive correla-
tions with age (r 5 0.67, P < .001 and r 5 0.47, P < .01, respec-
tively; see Table E3). CD1b1 cells showed no clear trend with age
(see Fig E1, D).

mRNA expression of immune and barrier measures in control
subjects was also found to vary with age. Expression of matrix
metalloproteinase 12 (MMP12), a marker of general
inflammation, increased as a function of age (P < .01; see
Fig E1, F). Overall, normal skin appeared more inflamed in
older control subjects across multiple TH axes. Expression of
TH2 markers (IL5, IL13, CCL13, CCL18, and thymic stromal
lymphopoietin receptor [TSLPR]) all increased stepwise as a
function of age (P < .05 for all; see Fig E1, H-L), with
positive correlations with age (r 5 0.41, P < .01 for IL13; see
Table E3). Expression of TH22-secreted IL22 and associated
S100A8 increased significantly in older control subjects
(P < .05; see Fig E1, M and N) and positively correlated with
age (r 5 0.29, P < .05 for IL22; see Table E3). Expression of
IFNG and other associated TH1 measures (IL12/23p40, signal
transducer and activator of transcription 1 [STAT1],
and CXCL9; P < .05 for CXCL9) was upregulated with age
(see Fig E1, O-R). Expression of IL17A also uptrended (P < .1;
see Fig E1, S) and strongly correlated with age (r 5 0.63,
P < .001; see Table E3), and expression of TH17-associated IL20
significantly increased (P < .05; see Fig E1, T).

Although inflammation markers of TH2, TH22, TH1, and TH17
axes increased in older control subjects, expression of terminal
differentiation markers (loricrin [LOR] and FLG) decreased
(P < .05 for FLG; see Fig E1, U and V). Additionally, expression
of the negative regulator IL37 decreased in older control subjects
(P < .05; see Fig E1, W) and negatively correlated with age
(r 5 20.59, P < .001; see Table E3).
Changes in AD profile with age
We next evaluated for AD-specific changes with age through

normalization to age-matched control subjects, as well as direct
comparisons of values between different AD age groups without
normalization (see Fig E2 and Table E4 in this article’s Online
Repository at www.jacionline.org).

Changes in epidermal hyperplasia and cellular in-

filtrates. We observed age-specific changes in measures of
epidermal hyperplasia in AD skin (ET, K16, and Ki67; Fig 1,
A-F). We found significant decreases in levels of ET and K16 in
lesional and nonlesional skin (P < .05; Fig 1, A-D), with a similar
trend in nonlesional skin for Ki67 (Fig 1, E and F). Additionally,
K16 level demonstrated significant negative correlation with age
in nonlesional skin (r520.35, P < .001; Fig 1, K, and see Table
E5 in this article’s Online Repository at www.jacionline.org).
Overall, epidermal hyperplasia attenuated with age, particularly
in nonlesional skin. These findings were consistent in the direct
age comparison as well, which demonstrated a decrease in levels
of hyperplasia markers with age in both patients with AD and con-
trol subjects (see Fig E2, A and B, in this article’s Online Repos-
itory at www.jacionline.org).

We next evaluated for inflammatory infiltrates. In all age
groups, there were high levels of cellular infiltrates, including
T cells (CD31 and CD81) and DCs (CD1b1, FcεRI1, and
CD2061) in lesional skin compared with respective nonlesional
and normal skin (Fig 1, G-J, and see Fig E3, A-F, in this article’s
Online Repository at www.jacionline.org). CD31 infiltrates
showed inconsistent changes in skin of patients with AD with
age, whereas levels of lesional CD81 infiltrates significantly
increased, which is consistent with reports of increased accumu-
lation of memory CD81 T cells with normal aging, particularly in
the setting of chronic inflammation (P < .05; see Fig E3,
A-D).13,23-25 Numbers of CD1b1 and FcεRI1 cells, both marking
inflammatory dendritic epidermal cells, were reduced in lesional
and nonlesional skin with age (P <.05 for both; Fig 1,G-J), which
is in contrast to the increase observed in older control subjects.
This change was also evidenced by using significant negative cor-
relations with age for CD1b1 cells in both lesional and nonle-
sional skin (r 5 20.51 and r 5 20.54, P < .001 for both; Fig 1,
L and N) and FcεRI1 cells in nonlesional skin (r 5 20.33,
P < .001; Fig 1, M). Numbers of CD1a1 cells, another marker
of DCs, also demonstrated a significant decrease with increasing
age groups (P < .05; see Fig E3, H). Numbers of CD2061 (the
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mannose receptor) cells, marking both DCs and macrophages,
showed a nonsignificant increase with age in both lesional and
nonlesional skin (see Fig E3, F). No significant trends were
seen with age for CD1c1 and CD11c1 cells (see Fig E3, I-L).
Representative IHC panels are shown in Figs 1 and E3. We addi-
tionally conducted a subanalysis of cellular counts in the
epidermis and dermis and found similar trends (see Table E6 in
this article’s Online Repository at www.jacionline.org).

Gene expression changes determined by using qRT-

PCR. To evaluate the role of aging in key AD immune and
epidermal barrier markers, we performed qRT-PCR on a robust
panel of 34 mRNA measures. Overall, significant differences
were found in lesional and nonlesional AD skin with age, both
when normalizing first to respective control subjects and when
performing direct comparisons between age groups (Fig 2 and see
Figs E2 and E4 and Table E4 in this article’s Online Repository at
www.jacionline.org). Expression of the general inflammation
marker MMP12 significantly decreased with age in lesional and
nonlesional skin (P <.05; Fig 2, A) and was negatively correlated
with age in lesional and nonlesional skin (r 5 20.26 and
r 5 20.35, P < .001 for both; see Table E5). Expression of
IL1B, a marker of innate immunity, showed inconsistent changes
across age groups (Fig 2, B).

The TH2 axis was strongly activated in all AD age groups
compared with control subjects, particularly in lesional skin
(Fig 2 and see Table E4). When comparing between age groups,
significant decreases were observed in expression of multiple
TH2 cytokines (IL5, IL13, IL31, CCL13, CCL17, CCL18,
CCL22, CCL26, and TSLPR; P < .05 for all) in both lesional
and nonlesional skin (Fig 2,C-J, and see Fig E4, A). Additionally,
we observed significant negative correlations with age in expres-
sion of TH2 cytokines (IL5, IL13, CCL18, and CCL26) in lesional
and/or nonlesional skin (P < .001 for all; Fig 3, A-C and J-M).
TH22-related IL22 expression decreased with age significantly
for lesional and nonlesional skin (P < .01; Fig 2, K). This reduc-
tion was also evidenced by significant negative correlations of
IL22 expression with age in lesional and nonlesional skin
(r 5 20.37 and r 5 20.33, P < .001 for both; Fig 3, D and N).
We also observed significant reductions in expression of IL-
222induced S100As in lesional and/or nonlesional skin (Fig 2,
L, and see Fig E4, B-D; P < .05 for all), with congruent negative
correlations with age (r 5 20.44, P < .001 for nonlesional
S100A8; Fig 3,E andO, and see Fig E5,C, I, and J, in this article’s
Online Repository at www.jacionline.org).

IFNG and other associated TH1 measures (IL-12/23p40 and
CXCL9) did not demonstrate a strong cumulative trend but rather
remained consistent or slightly downtrended across age groups
(Fig 2, M-O). Expression of IL17A and IL-17–related CCL20
and IL20 downtrended with increasing age (Fig 2, P and R, and
see Fig E4, H); however, expression of other TH17-related
markers (IL19, IL23p19, and peptidase inhibitor 3 [PI3]) either
remained constant or increased in older age groups (Fig 2, Q, S,
and T). In the direct age group comparison, TH1 measures
(IFNG, IL12/23p40, STAT1, and CXCL9) increased with age in
nonlesional and/or lesional AD skin at the same rate as in control
subjects (P <.05 for CXCL9; see Fig E2, N-Q). Similarly, expres-
sion of IL17A and IL20 uptrended across control, nonlesional,
and lesional skin (see Fig E2, R and S). Thus the absence of
age-specific trends in TH1 and TH17 axes in patients with AD after
normalization is likely attributable to simultaneous increases in
both control subjects and patients with AD with age. TH9/IL9
mRNA expression decreased with age, which was significant in
nonlesional skin (P < .01; Fig E4, J).

Expression of IL37, a negative regulator of inflammation,
significantly increased with age in nonlesional skin (P < .05;
Fig 2, U). Expression of forkhead box P3 (FOXP3), a marker of
regulatory T (Treg) cells, did not change in lesional skin but
decreased across age groups in nonlesional skin (see Fig E4, I).
Because levels of the TH2/IL13 and TH22/IL22 driver cytokines
decreased with age, we also evaluated age-associated changes
in the ratio of FOXP3/IL13 and FOXP3/IL22 and found
increasing FOXP3 expression over driver cytokines in lesional
skin with age (P < .05 for both; see Fig E4, K and L).

Expression of the terminal differentiation markers FLG and
LOR significantly increased with age (P < .05; Fig 2, V and W),
with accompanying positive correlations with age in lesional
and/or nonlesional skin (r 5 0.38, P < .001 for nonlesional
FLG; Fig 3, S and T, and see Table E5). These changes opposed
the decreases in expression of terminal differentiation markers
observed in control subjects. A summary heat map of all
mRNA changes with age is shown in Fig 4. Overall, levels of
TH2- and TH22-related markers uniquely decreased in patients
with AD, whereas TH1- and TH17-related markers increased
simultaneously in control subjects and patients with AD with
age. These changes were accompanied by AD-specific increases
in terminal differentiation products.

We also evaluated which markers correlated closest with
disease severity/SCORAD scores in each age group (Table II
and see Table E7 in this article’s Online Repository at www.
jacionline.org). In the youngest age group (18-40 years), TH2-
associated (TSLPR; r 5 0.58, P < .01), TH17-associated (IL20
and IL19; r 5 0.49 and r 5 0.45, P < .05 for both), and TH1-
associated (CXCL9; r 5 0.32, P < .05) markers in nonlesional
skin were all significantly positively correlated with SCORAD
scores (Table II). The stronger SCORAD score correlations in
nonlesional skin compared with lesional skin were consistent
with previous findings.26 Additionally, the negative regulator
IL37 (r 5 20.38, P < .1) and terminal differentiation markers
(r520.31, P < .01 for nonlesional LOR) were negatively corre-
lated with SCORAD scores (Table II and see Table E7). In the 41-
to 60-year-old age group, TH17 markers (IL20, IL19, and IL8;
r 5 0.74, r 5 0.66, and r 5 0.62, respectively; P < .05 for all)
demonstrated larger and significant positive correlations with
SCORAD scores. TH2-associated (CCL22; r 5 0.37, P < .01)
and TH1-associated (CXCL9; r 5 0.36, P < .05) measures were
also significantly correlated with SCORAD scores (Table II). Ter-
minal differentiation markers were again negatively correlated
with SCORAD scores (r 5 20.27, P < .05 for lesional LOR). In
the oldest age group (>_61 years) markers overall had weaker cor-
relations with SCORAD scores. The largest positive correlations
with SCORAD scores were seen in TH2 markers (CCL26, IL5,
and IL31; r 5 0.52, P < .05 for lesional CCL26; Table II and
see Table E7). Interestingly, TH1 markers were negatively corre-
lated with SCORAD scores in this age group (STAT1 andCXCL9;
r520.59, P < .1 for lesional STAT1; Table II and see Table E7).

Serum correlations with age. Age-specific differences in
serum levels of AD inflammatorymarkers followed similar trends
to mRNA expression changes (Fig 5 and see Table E4). IgE levels
negatively correlated with age (r 5 20.24, P < .01), leading to a
decreasing proportion of patients with extrinsic AD in older age
groups (Fig 5, A and B). Eosinophil counts similarly negatively
correlated with age (r 5 20.23, P < .05; Fig 5, C). Serum
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FIG 1. A-C and E-J, Representative IHC images and quantification of cellular markers. Measurements are

conducted by counting cells per millimeter of basement membrane. Data are normalized to age-matched

control subjects (cells from patients with AD/millimeter subtracted by cells from control subjects/
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IFN-g levels increased somewhat (P < .05; Fig 5, D) and
positively correlated with age (r5 0.48, P <.01; Fig 5,G). Levels
of CCL2, another TH1 marker, also increased with age (P < .05;
Fig 5, E). Levels of the eosinophil-attracting chemokine CCL26
decreased across age groups (P < .1; Fig 5, F) and downtrended
with age (r 5 20.32, P < .1; Fig 5, H).
millimeter). D, Bar plot denotes log2 FCH (patients with

Presented data are normalized to age-matched contro

medium blue indicates age of 41 to 60 years, and dark

top of each bar indicate significance of comparison be

Asterisks that traverse bars indicate significance o

N, normal; NL, nonlesional. 1P < .1, *P < .05, **P < .0

FCH (patients with AD vs control subjects) K16 mRN

of cells from patients with AD/millimeter subtracted b

various cellular markers.

=

Because phenotypic differences have been previously observed
between intrinsic and extrinsic AD9 and we found a greater pro-
portion of intrinsic AD among our older patients, we also per-
formed a separate analysis of age-related changes exclusively in
patients with extrinsic AD (see Table E8 in this article’s Online
Repository at www.jacionline.org). As shown in Fig E6 in this
AD vs control subjects) of mRNA expression of K16.

l subjects. Light blue indicates age of 18 to 40 years,

blue indicates age of 61 years or greater. Asterisks on
tween patients with AD and healthy control subjects.

f comparison between age groups. LS, Lesional;

1, and ***P < .001. K, Spearman correlation of log2

A expression with age. L-N, Spearman correlations

y cells from control subjects/millimeter with age for
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article’s Online Repository at www.jacionline.org, our findings in
the extrinsic population are consistent with those of the entire
cohort. These data suggest that the observed changes with age
are independent of intrinsic/extrinsic status.

Word cloud analyses illustrate age-specific changes

in T-cell polarization. To better visualize age-specific changes
in AD across individual markers and pathways, we created word
clouds based onmRNAdata (Fig 6,A). The font size is scaled pro-
portionally to FCH values (patients with AD vs age-matched con-
trol subjects), with reference numbers in black to allow
quantification. The word colors are assigned based on TH cell as-
sociation (red, TH2; blue, TH22; green, TH1; and purple, TH17).
Similar trends were noted across lesional and nonlesional skin,
although greater immune activation was present in lesional
compared with nonlesional skin across all age groups, as visual-
ized by larger fonts. Overall, TH2 and TH22 markers (red and
blue, respectively) dominate the 18- to 40-year-old age group,
whereas TH17 and TH1 (purple and green, respectively) become
increasingly predominant in the 61-year and older group. Gene
Set Variation Analysis plots of age-controlled mRNA data of
key markers characterizing TH pathways also serve to summarize
the findings. TH2 and TH22 axes decreased in both lesional and
nonlesional skin with increasing age groups (P < .05; Fig 6, B
and C). There was a significant decrease in TH1 activity isolated
in nonlesional skin with increased age (P < .05; Fig 6, D); other-
wise, there did not appear to be any age-specific changes in the
TH1 axis. The TH17 axis also did not show any significant changes
across age groups (Fig 6, E).

Although the majority of our participants were European
Americans, we had some patients and control subjects of other
ethnicities. To evaluate for race as a confounder, a sensitivity
subanalysis was conducted by using only the European American
cohort (our largest racial cohort), which demonstrated consistent
findings with the presented analysis of the entire cohort (data not
shown). Additionally, a sensitivity subanalysis on male and
female subjects was conducted to evaluate for sex as a
confounder, which also produced similar findings to the main
analysis (data not shown).
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TABLE II. Correlations of PCR markers with SCORAD scores

18-40 y 41-60 y >_61 y

Marker r Value P value Marker r Value P value Marker r Value P value

TSLPR NL 0.576 .006 IL20 NL 0.743 .009 CCL26 LS 0.521 .041

IL20 NL 0.492 .013 IL19 NL 0.662 .026

IL19 NL 0.446 .025 IL8 LS 0.624 .040

TSLPR LS 0.413 .036 FOXP3 LS 0.503 .005

CXCL9 NL 0.318 .017 K16 LS 0.367 .001

CCL13 NL 0.290 .045 CCL22 LS 0.365 .002

IL1B LS 0.288 .007 CXCL9 NL 0.357 .041

PI3 LS 0.253 .008 IL17A LS 0.338 .002

S100A9 LS 0.245 .033 MMP12 LS 0.319 .008

K16 LS 0.234 .011 IL13 LS 0.318 .004

IL17A LS 0.228 .013 PI3 LS 0.309 .007

S100A8 LS 0.206 .028 CCL18 NL 0.290 .013

IL13 NL 0.203 .042 CCL18 LS 0.285 .009

S100A12 LS 0.197 .039 K16 NL 0.281 .016

FLG LS 20.196 .040 IL9 LS 0.267 .045

LOR LS 20.272 .004 CCL17 LS 0.243 .028

LOR NL 20.308 .002 CCL17 NL 0.240 .041

LOR LS 20.270 .015

LS, Lesional; NL, nonlesional; PI3, peptidase inhibitor 3; TSLPR, thymic stromal lymphopoietin receptor.
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DISCUSSION
This is the first study of molecular and cellular changes as a

function of age in patients with AD. To understand our findings in
the context of normal aging, we evaluated age-related changes in
the skin of healthy control subjects, which have yet to be studied.
Then, to capture the systemic nature of AD,27 we evaluated le-
sional and nonlesional skin, as well as serum, of patients with
moderate-to-severe AD. Our analyses included comparisons
between different age groups of patients with AD (18-40,
41-60, and >_61 years), as well as normalization to appropriate
control subjects. This allowed for evaluation of changes in AD
fingerprinting with age while simultaneously accounting for
potential changes attributable to the normal aging process.

Because the normal aging process is known to alter immunity
(termed ‘‘immunosenescence’’) and the skin barrier, we evaluated
changes in normal skin with age to provide context for the
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AD-specific trends with age. In the skin of healthy control
subjects, we observed significant changes in immunity with
increasing age. These skin findings were consistent with prior
studies on healthy subjects, which only evaluated the blood
compartment. Overall, we found increased markers of general
inflammation and TH2, TH22, TH1, and TH17 immune axes in
older control subjects. Additionally, we found increased markers
of DCs as a function of age.

Studies have previously shown that normal aging involves
upregulation of innate and proinflammatory cytokines (IL-1,
IL-6, IL-8, TNF-a, and C-reactive protein) in the absence of
underlying infection or a systemic inflammatory disorder, a
process termed ‘‘inflamm-aging.’’23,28-33 Although this increase
in levels of proinflammatory cytokines is associated with
increased activation of DCs, these DCs have defective antigen-
presenting and phagocytic capacity.34-36 Our findings of increased
general inflammation and DCs in older control subjects parallel
these previous studies.37 Consistent with our findings of increased
TH1 and TH2 activity in the skin of older control subjects, both
numbers of TH1 and TH2 T cells and levels of associated
cytokines (IFN-g/TH1; IL-4 and IL-13/TH2) have been
found to increase in peripheral blood with normal aging14,38-41;
however, there is a TH1-to-TH2 shift, particularly within CD81

T cells.33,39,42 This phenomenon might be a compensatory
mechanism to counteract the increased proinflammatory
cytokines associated with inflamm-aging.

Interestingly, despite the more TH2-dominant cytokine profile
in normal aging, a reduced serum IgE level is observed.
A longitudinal study evaluated healthy adults over a 20-year
period and found a decrease with aging in serum IgE levels and
IgE sensitization to various allergens (ie, house dust mite).43

This IgE reduction with agingmight be attributable to the reduced
B-cell repertoire available to respond to antigenic stimuli in the
elderly with reduced isotype switching and lower antibody
responses.43-46

Additionally, our findings of increased TH17 and TH22 activity
in older control subjects follow a previously observed trend for
increased levels of TH17/IL-17 and TH22/IL-22 cytokines in
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peripheral blood.47,48 The frequency and function of FOXP31

Treg cells were shown to significantly increase with aging,49-51

potentially contributing to the age-related immune dysregulation.
Although we did not observe a difference in FOXP31 T cells in
the skin, we did see significant decrease in expression of IL-37,
a negative regulator, which suggests loss of immune regulation
with age. With normal aging, restructuring of the T-cell compart-
ment occurs as the number of naive T cells emerging from the
thymus progressively decreases secondary to thymic involution.52

In both skin and peripheral blood, the memory/memory effector
T-cell pool expands with aging, with a progressive increase in
numbers of CD282CD81T-cells,23-25 which have enhanced cyto-
toxicity and suppressor functions, potentially contributing to age-
related immune dysregulation.

In addition to changes in skin immunity, we also observed
decreases in measures of epidermal hyperplasia (ET and Ki67)
and terminal differentiation (LOR and FLG) as a function of age.
This is consistent with studies demonstrating reductions in
epidermal hyperplasia and lipid content in aged skin,53-56 which
is more easily disrupted by tape-stripping.56 This suggests some
degree of intrinsic barrier compromise in normal aged skin in
addition to the presence of thinner skin.

In the AD cohort we observed significant changes with age in
both skin and blood. TH2-related measures (eg, IL13, IL31, and
CCL26) decreased in lesional and nonlesional skin and serum
in older patients with AD, as accompanied by concurrent reduc-
tions in levels of atopic DC/inflammatory dendritic epidermal
cell markers (CD1a1, CD1b1, and FcεRI1), serum IgE levels,
and eosinophil counts.57,58 IL-22 and IL-22–induced S100As59

showed attenuation in both lesional and nonlesional skin with
age. These findings were apparent in both our direct comparison
of AD values and our comparison of age-controlled normalized
AD data. On the other hand, TH1- and TH17-related markers,
when comparing expression values, incrementally increased
with age in lesional and nonlesional AD skin at a rate consistent
with that of normal skin but showed minimal changes when
normalized to age-matched control subjects. We also found
age-specific differences in markers that strongly correlated with
disease severity. In the youngest group multiple axes (TH2,
TH17, and TH1) correlated with SCORAD scores, whereas
markers became increasingly TH17 dominant with age. In the old-
est group the disease remained TH2 driven because TH2 markers
highly correlated with SCORAD scores; however, TH1 markers
inversely correlated with SCORAD scores.

There are multiple mechanisms that could explain this age-
related immune skewing with decreased TH2/TH22 and increased
TH1/TH17 activation in older patients with AD. One explanation
might be a TH1/TH2 counterregulatory effect because IFN-g has
been found to inhibit TH2 proliferation and differentiation.60 It
is possible that increased TH1 activation and subsequently greater
IFN-g production lead to reduced TH2 skewing in older patients
with AD. This is further supported by the negative correlation
between TH1-associated markers and disease severity in the
oldest age group. Additionally, TH2 cytokines have been shown
to inhibit IL-17A production.61 Thus the reduction in the TH2
axis might allow for increased TH17 activity. Additionally, we
observed increased negative regulators (IL-37 and FOXP3 vs
TH2/TH22-driver cytokine ratio) in skin of patients with AD.
This increase might also partially account for the reduced
TH2/TH22 activation with age, particularly because TH2/TH22
cytokines are established drivers of AD.19,57,58 Although the
changes in TH1/TH17 observed in patients with AD are in line
with those observed in aged control subjects, the decreases in
TH2 and TH22 activity were uniquely seen in patients with AD
and were opposed to normal aging trends.

We also observed significant age-specific changes in measures
of the AD-associated epidermal barrier defect, which is charac-
terized by increased hyperplasia, upregulation of IL-22–induced
S100As, and attenuated terminal differentiation. Epidermal
hyperplasia measures (ET, K16, and Ki67) were diminished,
whereas levels of terminal differentiation markers (LOR and
FLG) were significantly increased with age, suggesting an
amelioration of the epidermal pathology of AD in older patients.
Our patients with AD did not demonstrate increased ET in nonle-
sional skin compared with control subjects, which has been
observed in other smaller AD cohorts in previous reports.26

Because TH2 and TH22 cytokines have been shown to suppress
terminal differentiation,59,62-64 the improvement in skin barrier
measures with age in patients with AD might be attributable to
attenuation in the TH2/TH22 cytokine axes.

Some of the age-specific findings in our AD cohort can be
viewed as part of the normal aging process, including increases in
numbers of CD81 T cells, innate immunity, TH1 and TH17 activ-
ity, and negative regulators, as well as reduced serum IgE levels.26

However, the decreased TH2/TH22measures observed with age in
our AD cohort run contrary to the TH1-to-TH2 shift and increased
TH22 activity previously described in normal aging.47 In our data
set, older control subjects also demonstrated increased TH2/TH22
activity, whereas older patients with AD showed decreased TH2/
TH22 polarization. Thus these particular age-related changes in
the AD phenotype might not reflect the normal aging process
but can be attributed to the complex interplay between the multi-
cytokine activation involved in long-standing chronic AD that
characterizes older patients with AD, which involves TH2,
TH22, TH1, and TH17 cytokines,8,27,65,66 as well as Treg cells.
The reduced TH2 and TH22 activity with age in patients with
AD could be due to counterregulation by both TH1 and TH17,
as well as by an increased regulatory tone, perhaps ultimately pro-
moting disease attenuation or tolerance.61,67 The intrinsic skin
barrier compromise associated with normal aging, marked by
reduced key physiologic lipids and decreased resilience to tape-
stripping,56 might further explain the persistence of AD in elderly
patients, despite amelioration in terminal differentiation markers.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies to date that
evaluate age-specific changes in skin and blood biomarkers of
patients with AD. A single prior study in patients with AD only
assessed changes with aging in IgE sensitization and found that
older patients with AD have lower rates of IgE sensitization
compared with younger patients with AD (although greater than
in age-matched healthy control subjects).68

Our findings are largely consistent with age-related changes
reported in other atopic diseases. Decreased serum IgE levels with
aging have also been observed in patients with allergic rhinitis
and asthma.69-71 Another study evaluated change in levels of
sputum cytokines of asthmatic patients with aging and, similar
to our AD findings, observed significantly increased innate
immunity (IL-1b, IL-6, and IL-8) and TH17 activation (CCL20
and IL-23) in older compared with younger asthmatic patients.12

TH1/IFN-g showed a trend of upregulation. Neutrophil counts
were also increased in older patients, likely because of greater
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TH17/IL-8 induction.72 Both IL-6 and IL-23 have been linked to
TH17 differentiation,73 which is increased in aged asthmatic
patients. This study also found significantly lower allergen
sensitization in aged asthmatic patients. Interestingly, eosinophil
counts and protein expression of IL-5 and eotaxin-1/CCL11 were
significantly increased in older versus younger asthmatic patients,
perhaps reflecting the greater severity and lack of asthma control
characterizing the older versus younger group.12

This study had some limitations. This was not a prospective
study; however, the cross-sectional trial design in this study
allows for inclusion of greater numbers of patients and can inform
future prospective studies. Patients from several ethnicities were
included; however, when performing the same analyses in our
largest ethnic population, European American patients with AD,
our results showed similar trends, although with reduced
significance likely caused by the decreased study size (data not
shown). We also conducted a sex sensitivity subanalysis, with
similar findings (data not shown). Future larger studies with
appropriate age- and race-matched control subjects could further
shed light on age-specific changes while taking into consideration
different demographic factors.

Additional possible confounders include disease comor-
bidities; however, we recruited patients with no serious
comorbidities. Variation of disease duration and chronic use
of AD medications, especially among the elderly, can also
serve as confounders. Nevertheless, all the patients had
initiation of AD in early childhood. Therapeutic targeting
with TH2-, TH22-, and TH17/TH1-specific antagonists is
needed to understand the varying pathogenic roles of these
axes in patients with AD. Elucidating the differential
patterns of immune skewing and barrier abnormalities
among different AD phenotypes might be useful for
developing personalized treatment approaches, especially
in patients with recalcitrant AD.

Key messages

d As a function of age, although TH1/TH17 axis activation
increases in both patients with AD and control subjects,
TH2/TH22 activation decreases uniquely in patients with
AD.

d Despite similar disease severity, older patients with AD
demonstrate attenuated epithelial abnormalities through
decreased hyperplasia and S100A expression and
increased expression of terminal differentiation markers.
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